[BREAKING]
FORMULA 1 TO REPLACE HATED SAUSAGE KERBS WITH NEW AQUATIC INNOVATION
HAS PERCY JACKSON... YOU KNOW, WITH A SHARK?

SEXIEST SHARKS, RANKED BY SMASHABILITY

ARE YOU AN ANIMORPH? YEAH YOU ARE. FURRY.
Oh yeah, so if at any point in this surprisingly silly film you get too bored or water-ise about sharks, you find yourself lost at sea, swimming wondering why the hell you are consumed by sea creatures, just like me and the other gentle- man, and how his swim- ming stains could fill your am- nities.

My dedication to His Maj- esty was so fervent, that in every time we tried to summon him during the Idea Meet- ing (the meadow - an event now streaming on Fiji and YouTube!) Alas - our love was not meant to blossom, and 5 stitches later, The Toike was no closer to get- ting it on with Sidney. This is our love letter to him (except for the bits where we shit on sharks) (also none of you were ex- cused to know this) (but this Toike is our baby, Prince Sidney).

Oh yeah, he’s a video game character in television. Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild.

Anyway.

Believe it or not, this edi- tion isn’t really important, the weirdest part of this issue.

Signing off on the last time character, Alas, we are not past until the NPLA SHABA.

Nat Espinosa-Merlano
Editor-in-Chief

WE LIKE TYRANNOSAURS! We are, in fact, salivating for this issue of the Toike now perusing. Tuesday, we’re going to make you laugh, this issue of the Toike now perusing. Tuesday, we’re going to make you laugh.

But enough of my thoughts.

We want to hear from you! So, email your opinions to us at - what are you doing?

HEYYY GET OFF ME YOU CAN SILENCE ME BUT YOU’LL NEVER SILENCE THE MILLIONS OF ICH- THYOPHILES WHO READ THE TOIKE!

That’s what? I’m not be- lieving it. I was thinking about the fish fantasies? It’s because Nat ships Pera- cca and Reade. If you have any con- cep- tion that Percy would even think about any- thing else offensive.

Okay, then yeah, that’s why I’m in trouble because of the dragging off, boy.

THE AUDITORY COR- TICAL LOBE – In a stun- ning turn of events that no one could have foreseen, it seems that the decision to publish a shark issue of the Toike has not been a success. What’s that? I’m not be- lieving it. I was thinking about the fish fantasies? It’s becauseNat ships Percy and Reade. If you have any con- cep- tion that Percy would even think about any- thing else offensive.

Okay, then yeah, that’s why I’m in trouble because of the dragging off, boy.

NEW TOIKE ISSUE GETS ‘BABY SHARK’ STUCK IN EVERY- ONE’S HEAD

Toike, Doo doo doo.

Toike, Doo doo doo.

Toike, Doo doo doo.

Okay, don’t look at me like that. If this is your first time reading this and you’re going to stop reading this article by saying, “Shark Tank,” my first thought will be, “What do sharks have to do with business?”

When I heard the name “Shark Tank,” my first thought was, “What do sharks have to do with business?”

Needless to say, I was wait- ing to be involved in some- thing bigger and more pitch some useless prod- uct taken straight out of a praxis book. Shark Tank is a pathetic white-collar backwater, it is. Then, that is those-so-called “sharks” are actually some brain dead octogenarians, rather than actual sharks. There are plenty of sharks that exist out in the ocean with bees to go for Mark Cuban, when you could have the much superior Shark Cuben. What’s more, this show is based on some stereotypes, and reduces a very emotional and com- plex entrepreneurial predator! As if Hollywood wasn’t our worry enough, now we’re thinking about sharks. Need I bring up the Jaws series? Only a psycho would be interested in watching some 3D shark movies.

For our above sea level readers, this is what the Human-Shark re- lations hit an all-time low with that fish that finally after the release of the viral sens- ation “Baby Shark” (the only true representation of sharks in media today, in my opinion) did they return to pre-Jaws num- bers. The only worse thing Spielberg did was plagu- ing the silver screen with that ugly ball sack allen.

Besides, what sort of sadis- tic individual even enjoys watching this show? What’s worse is that actually is that’s also a water belt or something (ike I stopped reading this and you’re going to stop reading this article.)

I must also mention that by watching this show, you not only increase the expli- cit representation of sharks, but you are complicit to the economic exploitation these “sharks” use to obtain their wealth. To add to the cherry on top, this lazy, path- etic limeric model wherein the only way for “sharks” to continue sacrificing their venom to congregate owned the so-called “sharks” community. So, if you’re an anti-shark- engine who jerks off to pictures of puppies, you are made out of dollar store shark jaws and sucks in every shark related game on the market.

But do you think he does anything…else? Like, most sharks have five gills of normal mammals, so, then this show is for you.

Today, at 4:55 Bars- ra is such a GILF, what I wouldn’t do to her with my massive claspers.

So, do you guys think PERCY’S EVER, you know, FUCKED A SHARK?

Palamon
Toike Mythology Enthusi- ast
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DOLPHINS: THE UNSCRIPTED, UNFILTERED TRUTH

The Bush
Toike Conduit

I'd been to Marineland. By all known accounts, I'd even ridden a dolphin. Hell, they even sell you a new gal back home she'd got regaled with the story of how I'd spent the bet-

ter part of my aquatic one-
time with said dolphin stroking its belly, only to later (much later) find out that the smooth surface was all a lie. Shudder. The dolphin's skin, but another type of skin altogether. In the 1980s, would throw her head back and let out an open laugh. "Oh, honey didn't you wonder why Little Wil was so excited when you stroked him?"

No mother. I doubt.
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myself have been sexually

time we destigmatize…
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Fake Elasmobranch

Miss Chinderong
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Toike Tokei Elasmobranch>

MY MOMS BAFE
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**How Do Sharks Have Sex?**

**New Data Suggests Shark Therapy An Effective Treatment for Depression**

**What Else Is Your Kinky Rep For?**

**Ice, Ice, Baby? Get It? Cause Vanilla?**

**Discovering Woo-Uh, Sharks and Their Role in Societal Development**

**Point/COUNTERpoint**

**NEW DATA SUGGESTS**

**Shark Therapy an Effective Treatment for Depression**

**Dr. Gill, Toike Therapist**

Sharks. They slink around. They swim around. They flicker slightly, slightly slumber with every wave. One could say they even sharks around. But what does it mean to shark? Sharky shark shark. I am going insane.

___

**All common questions and answers can be found at sharkfacts.com**

___

**All very common questions and answers can be found at sharkfacts.com**

___

**What Else is Your Kinky Rep For??**

___

**Ice, Ice, Baby? Get It? Cause Vanilla??**

___

**Discovering Woo-Uh, Sharks and Their Role in Societal Development instead.**

**On Screen and Behind the Scenes**

___

**In Love and War**

___

**In BDM**

For all you readers who are scouring shark biology, don’t like the taste of human flesh, or are confused about your difference from your mother and shark, really, and most shark bites occur out of curiosity. Not to mention, they have reason to be wary of you, and have you considered, have you even considered, the three small shark bites you may or may not have? It is important to mention, however, that these shark bites can be used as an opportunity to improve your personal hygiene. And because they are also the result of looking like a sharkie sharkie and/or because they think they are all some kind of a sharkie.

___

**In the Food Chain**

The ocean food chain is an interesting one. Sharks are tremendous predators with better eyes than, say, pigs, or c) you-can-eat sushi and c) establishment, you are a) you feel really really bad about eating them, say, pigs, or even cabbage, anyway?
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SHARKS RANKED BY FUCKABILITY

Taylor Dooley
Toike Child Actress

Howdy Skule! Welcome back to another Toike classic where we take a relatively normal thing and sexually objectify it for the Editor’s displeasure! This month, we’re taking a spin on this issue’s theme and looking at everyone’s favorite aquatic beast – Sharks! Everyone knows the power of these things – but how good of a lover are they? Let’s find out!

10 - At the bottom of the list, we’ve got the Brown-banded Bamboo Shark. Now this fella seems innocent on the outside, and has quite a few perks. They can exist outside of water for up to 12 hours, meaning you can take your time in the bedroom with this one, but they’ve got a serious drawback. These sharks can hold on to sperm for up to 45 months! Now here at the Toike Oike, we’re all about using protection, but you can never be too careful. Fuck at your own risk.

9 - Next up we’ve got the Great White Shark. These fellas definitely like it rough, and will not be afraid to come on to you. While BDSM might be your kink, you’ve got to remember that sharks don’t understand human speech, so you’re gonna have to come up with a new way to communicate your safe word.

8 - Here we’ve got the Sand Tiger shark. If you’ve ever been to an aquarium, you’ve probably met this shark before. While they’re by no means a bad fuck, these guys are a dime a dozen. A Solidly average shark, but nothing special.

7 - The Porbeagle Shark has a lot going for it in the bedroom. First of all, it’s used to cold waters, so you won’t need to worry about her stealing the blankets at night. As one of the fastest swimmers in the sea, she’ll have no issues keeping up with you in bed, and most importantly, they swallow their prey whole! Did someone say deepthroat-ing? Not to mention, pregnant Porbeagles appear between September and December, so if you’re looking for a hot MILF Shark for cuffing season – look for a Porbeagle.

6 - A fitting rank! For number 6, we’ve got the Sixgill Shark. These fellas definitely like it rough, and will not be afraid to come on to you. While BDSM might be your kink, you’ve got to remember that sharks don’t understand human speech, so you’re gonna have to come up with a new way to communicate your safe word.

5 - While many of the sharks on this list might be a good fuck, the Cookiecutter Shark is a big fan of foreplay. I mean just look at those marks he left on that whale! You might wanna invest in a turtle-neck after an encounter with this fella.

4 - The Nurse Shark is a classic for you engineers. Of course it’s the Engineer Shark! Engineers have a whole cheer about how much they love nurses, so it makes perfect sense that they would love the Nurse Shark too.

3 - This big guy might look scary, but she’s really a gentle giant. If you’re into cuddling, The Whale Shark is perfect for you. While some of these other sharks might be nice for one night in paradise, this fella is wavy material. Throw a (large) ring on this babe while you can.

2 - Runner up on this list is the Basking Shark. Unlike the Megamouth, this mouth is absolutely designed for your pleasure. It’s a lot tighter than the Megamouth, and look at the ribbing in there.

1 - And at Number 1 we’ve got a classic for you engineers. Of course it’s the Nurse Shark! Engineers have a whole cheer about how much they love nurses, so it makes perfect sense that they would love the Nurse Shark too.
IS THE HATCHERY LIKE "SHARK TANK"? EXPERTS SAY NO BUT ADMINISTRATION SAYS YES

Kristoff Yip
Tolga Dean, I mean, Not Dean

The following article is brought to you by Hatchery, The Hatchery, The Hatchery... I mean, that's our you're trying to adver- tise The Hatchery through The Hatchery, right? You know, no matter what kind of, you know, major adverti- nge? You know, they're not just advertising, right?

Okay, all you fish-fuckers and get your minds out of the gutter. This isn't gonna be one of the amoral atrial adventure articles that you came here for. This ina hae has enough of those. So, this piece is gonna do it a little bit different. I'm gonna answer a question that no one has ever asked and pretend that people care. Yes, you read the title. The Hatchery like Shark Tank.

I'm a Parisian lawyer, and I think I'm not the only one who has been to the Hatchery. There, I was tied to the story to accent leitmotifs in traditional compositions. I know it's a little bit too long. It's all about the Hatchery. There is never a story that's too long or too short.

Anyway, I'm going to tell the time of my life. I'm glad I'm a financial analyst. I've been to the Hatchery like Shark Tank. I haven't really heard that comparison before," said Dean Chris Yip. "Obviously, the Hatchery is not Shark Tank. I mean, that's what it says in the title.

So, I'm just gonna point out that this article is about The Hatchery. The Hatchery, which was tied to the story to accent leitmotifs in traditional compositions. I know it's a little bit too long. It's all about the Hatchery. There is never a story that's too long or too short. I mean, that's what it says in the title.

So, I'm just gonna point out that this article is about The Hatchery. The Hatchery, which was tied to the story to accent leitmotifs in traditional compositions. I know it's a little bit too long. It's all about the Hatchery. There is never a story that's too long or too short. I mean, that's what it says in the title.

So, I'm just gonna point out that this article is about The Hatchery. The Hatchery, which was tied to the story to accent leitmotifs in traditional compositions. I know it's a little bit too long. It's all about the Hatchery. There is never a story that's too long or too short. I mean, that's what it says in the title.
OPINION: SHARKS ARE ACTUALLY LITTLE SEX-DEPRIVED BITCHES

by Holden Tudiks

Sharkboy and Lavagirl depicted in the classic children's book, called - you guessed it - Sharkboy and Lavagirl. In this popular children's tale, the duo defends their friends from powerful evil foes that they couldn't summarize, even after reading the Wikipedia page several times. And that's the thing, because Sharkboy and Lavagirl were actually two hydrosperms. You couldn't regret it (cause me, for a minute, they're lovely!), and let fate work on love. You should be happy, because you make this child a product of bestiality!!!

DOLPHINS ARE MORE FUCKABLE vs EXCUSE YOU! SHARKS ARE MORE FUCKABLE

The New Shark Times Crossword
By Deans Bucket

DOWN
1. What did one shark say to the other? Stop being such a
2. The shark that meets all expectations
3. What do dolphins use to write?
4. What do sharks use to make money?
5. Sticks and stones may break my bones.
6. Where do sharks go to make money?
7. What is a shark's favourite movie?
8. What is a shark's favourite
9. Cause those hips don't lie
10. What happened to the shark when it went to Manitoba?
11. How did the shark plead?

ACROSS
1. What did one shark say to the other? Stop being such a
2. The shark that meets all expectations
3. What do dolphins use to write?
4. What do sharks use to make money?
5. Sticks and stones may break my bones.
6. Where do sharks go to make money?
7. What is a shark's favourite movie?
8. What is a shark's favourite
9. Cause those hips don't lie
10. What happened to the shark when it went to Manitoba?
11. How did the shark plead?

Billy Blowhole

Sharkboy and Lavagirl: Bestiality or Just a Funny Thing?

Luca Brasi

Toike writer goes on "shark tank", disappointed by lack of sharks

When I brainstormed this investigation, I came up with two different possibilities.

1) Sharkboy is a shark and his child is a product of bestiality.

2) Sharkboy is a furry/boy. He's been joining in on the fun.

These two ideas were a good start, but they had no basis...nothing was set in stone. I had no choice.

With their reliable universe-traversing skills, they managed to trick Sharkboy into a doctor's appointment. The results were weird as hell. Apparently, Sharkboy isn't a simple combination of shark and boy. He's actually a messed up, jumbled mixture of a shark, a boy, and...possibly components that shouldn't exist in any world in any capacity.

In other words, he's a monster, and that makes Lavagirl a monsterfucker. What an anticlimactic conclusion. I was really hoping the director would actually do something interesting and not bloop. You just had to make Lavagirl a product of bestiality...

I guess I'll just wait for the next Sharkboy and Lavagirl movie to come out. No, no...I always liked Firefly and Watergore more (sicyk), and that's hit me thinking what their kid would look like. Stew?! Hydrogen and oxygen atoms? Only one way to find out.

TOIKE WRITER GOES ON "SHARK TANK", DISAPPOINTED BY LACK OF SHARKS

It was a confortable 20 miles from the main road in Las Vegas when my flight landed. By the time my cab pulled into the front driveway at our hotel, the Venetian, that number had quadrupled. Despite the heat, my whole body shivered. I couldn't believe it. I was so excited that we wouldn't be able to see the eyes. Oh my goodness, how the thing looked. But to ask the Toike Investigation Team...

As the doors finally cracked open, my excitement turned to disappointment. I was leaving behind only a pitiful $600,000 for a stuntman and a mermaid. For $600,000 for a stuntman and a mermaid. For $600,000 for a stuntman and a mermaid. I had never been so disappointed in my life.

One of our authors said that he liked the sound of the Toike and was a bigger fan than the rest of the compa...

As I exited the studio, I realized that I had been waiting for years...it was just an ice...it was just an ice...

Each one's skin was wrinkled and tan rather than smooth. The bodies were oddly designed with... appendages — some of which they had their own sub-appendages — rather than sleek and smooth. And their eyes...Oh my god...my eyes...they were completely black and lifeless...

After the initial shock and disappointment, I was able to control my own emotions and...explain to the sharkboy the article I wrote. I was writing and the mistake I made. I apologized for wasting their time and turned to leave when the not-a-shark who called himself Robert Herjkew...
Joan of Shark

Toike: Historical Badass and Lesbian’s Wet Dream

You hear it in the halls, it bounces off the walls; it’s on the tip of everyone’s tongue and you feel it in your balls: “the Toike has jumped the shark.” Now, you might be thinking: did it jump it? I haven’t heard this a single time!

Well, open your ears and think with your eyes. Just look at what they’ve gotten up to recently! Diving up in main outfits?! In public! In Competitive Royal Blue, 85, “They look like the males to me.” Well said. And, of course, there’s the Spermaphage who chimed in: “I got reject 2 new ngs.” This expression of more topsy-turvy direction dates back to the University, to Skule(TM), and to the Toike as a whole. How disgraceful.

More recently, quality control complaints have been seen as a way for students to cover other resources that fill the Toike’s main function: to keep your balls bouncing off the walls; it’s Your tongue and you feel it in the halls, it bounces off the walls; it’s You hear it in the halls, it bounces off the walls; it’s

And, as for the other definition of ‘Toiking’ something, research from a 1st year franc group has invented a revolutionary new device: they’ve called it a “door’ impeding device that operates on the principles of normal force, friction, and trigonomery” (Figure 1).

“It took us 4 months to develop this idea that we’ll never actually build, but on the bright side we have well over 50 pages of documentation explaining all the charts we made, brainstorming tools we used, and documentation we wrote. Wait a minute... isn’t that infinite recur-

So, funny story, actually. The uh the authors of this particular contribution didn’t give us a, like, an answer key per se, but judging by all the comments, I bet you... So, funny story, actually. The uh the authors of this particular contribution didn’t give us a, like, an answer key per se, but judging by all the comments, I bet you...

Arise: Have you considered being born headless? Look up to act and quieter to chase? Truth, neither has the mako shark. Apparently they’ve got real fast swimmers — no wait, they ARE fast swimmers so friggin’ flip over to grab a chill pill.

Aries

The fairest sharks, by the looks of it, are the ones that provide a sense of security. They’re known for their ability to swim long distances, and for their ability to endure both heat and cold temperatures. They’re also known for their ability to breathe through the skin, which allows them to absorb oxygen directly from the water. These sharks are the ones that you can find in the Mediterranean Sea and off the coast of Egypt.

Libra

The Libra sharks are known for their calm and gentle nature. They’re known for their ability to swim in groups, and for their ability to communicate with each other using a variety of sounds and vibrations. These sharks are the ones that you can find in the waters around Australia and New Zealand.

Scorpio

Have you had to fend off an alarming amount of engineers lately? Let us know the first — because it is the more dependant on the 5th quadrant of the cancer’s entanglement, your stars align with the whole shark. That’s right. You’re not alone.

Aquarius

Did you know that sharks and humans produce similar types of sounds? Based on a 10 second Google search, at least.

Figure 1. This figure.

Sagittarius

Has anyone called you the Banded Wobbegong? That’s rhetorical — your eyes aren’t all you can rely on. Much like you’re preventing admiration, slippery bastard. Ooh, go finish that assignment, your team is waiting.

Virgo

We’ll take the moral high ground and extend this hangin’, you’re a virgin joke. We don’t have to mention it — because the universe will. Your answer is connected to Grey Reef Sharks, which... I mean, have you seen one? Yeah, no, they went extinct.

Leo

Have you heard of the Banded Wobbegong? That’s rhetorical — your eyes aren’t all you can rely on. Much like you’re preventing admiration, slippery bastard. Ooh, go finish that assignment, your team is waiting.

Cancer

When you know that hottie you’ve been drooling over that one. Stalk them sneakily through just like a natural predator. Folled shark, that’s okay. I mean, no, you can’t pretend to stay home, per se, but do it anyway. We’ll still notice — uh notes.

Cancer

Have you heard of the Banded Wobbegong? That’s rhetorical — your eyes aren’t all you can rely on. Much like you’re preventing admiration, slippery bastard. Ooh, go finish that assignment, your team is waiting.

Toike Crossword

If you LOVE SHARKS you’ll LOVE this deep sea crossword puzzle!

O P E D

HAS THE TOIKE JUMPED THE SHARK?

[OP-ED] HAS THE TOIKE JUMPED THE SHARK?

Steven Spielberg

Toike Cloistered Shark Fucker

#1) Basking Shark

Our top spot goes to the Basking Shark. This bale has it all: a mouth that’s ribbed for your pleasure, a dilo-shaped nose, and the second largest “parts” of any shark species. Plus, unlike the Great White, the Basking Shark hasn’t been coasting on reputation for years — so you know what you heard from your friend was real deal. And that’s why we’re going to fill the complete package.

#2) Great White Shark

Okay, let’s review. A lot of you probably weren’t expecting this low on our list. After all, the Great White has been the standard for shark beauty since Jaws. But that’s just it. Nearly 50 years of fame has turned the Great Whites everywhere into shallow, self-absorbed narcissists. Don’t get me wrong, if given the chance, I’d take one home faster than you can say Jaws. But I’m not expecting much effort from the scourge of Amity Island.

#3) Blue Shark

What’s that? A relatively small shark in our bronze medallion. Listen, we don’t got time for size doesn’t matter. This little guy proves that size isn’t everything. This blue skinned beauty has the looks to turn anyone’s downstairs into a veritable ocean. And, with his skin and lack of protrud-

#4) Whale Shark

Whale Sharks have a similar look to Leonard Shark but they have one more thing going for them. They’re the biggest shark there is. And I choose to believe that that size extends...other parts of their anatomy.
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